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Main conclusions of the mission 

This is the report from the work mission of Joost van Buuren and Kees Kempenaar, two SPOT 

TANZANIA board members. The first part describes main conclusions and recommendations. Then 

we present the minutes of meetings in chronological order. These minutes consist of parts written by 

Kees Kempenaar  and parts by Joost van Buuren. 

1 The drinking-water supply situation  

The situation of the water service systems as found by the mission is summarised in the table below. 

It was the outcome of the Chamavita Board meeting on February 13 (see below). 

Aspects Milemileni Mazinde 

Ngua 

Kireti Kwai - 

Kwemakame 

Lukozi Rangwi 

Technical status Poor Reasonable Good Poor Poor Poor 

Administrative 

Unity 

Doubtful Good Good Poor Poor Poor 

Payment to TT Yes Yes Probably 

later 

No No Small part 

Cowso Support 

for TARUWAS 

Doubtful Good Good Weak No No 

Water fee PC 1000/m 1000/m N.r. ?? Not all pay, 

rate: > 

15,000 /m 

(see p 26) 

Unclear 

Water fee DP 500/m 500/m 2000/m 1000/m None 200/m 

Functioning fee 

collection 

Some Some Yes In Kwem. 

Yes, not in 

Kwai 

Yes at 

some PC, 

not at DP 

Some 

 

The picture of the systems status in the supply areas is mixed. We found overall acceptable 

circumstances and a positive attitude towards TARUWAS and its goals in Mazinde Ngua and Kireti. 

The situation was deeply problematic in Lukozi, Rangwi and Kwai/Kwemakame. Main issues are 

mistrust towards TARUWAS, quarrels in COWSOs and between COWSOs and village councils.  In 

Milemileni both positive and negative conditions were found. In our perception the poor conditions 

of the systems demonstrate the need of Taruwas. However and at a deeper level of analysis they 

show the flawed concept of the Tanzanian Water Law (see conclusion 5). 
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2. Perceived strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) of TARUWAS 

The mission and Chamaviota  carried out a SWOT analysis of TARUWAS Trust (TT) as an enterprise 

that organizes operation and maintenance in the supply areas. This analysis has been drafted and 

discussed during the Chamavita Board Meeting at the end of the mission. 

Strengths (items COWSO would not have without TARUWAS) 

 Expert umbrella organization that can solve technical O&M, organizational and capacity 
building problems for the COWSOs, 

 COWSOs have a platform to learn from each other 

 Legal status  

 Growing support by district and DED to help improve relationships with villages 
 

Weaknesses (in the present situation that undermine TT functioning) 

o Lack of support by several COWSOs and village councils due to  
 Mistrust between village councils and COWSOs and towards Chamavita and 

TARUWAS 
 Fear of losing autonomy among several COWSOs 
 Alleged lack of willingness to pay among population 
 Lack of consensus with COWSOs and VCs 
 Lack of awareness of their own incapability and the indispensability of 

TARUWAS 
 Lack of involvement of communities 

o No regular income from COWSOs to realize its full potential 
o Lack of competent COWSO representatives from several COWSOs leading to among other 

things a lack of feedback from Taruwas Board to COWSOs and villages 
 

Opportunities (possible strengths to be realized in the future) 

 More COWSOs join 

 Bringing the advantages of bigger scale (cost savings, better performance) to the COWSO 
activities 

 Realization of its full potential once successes are visible and support and income from more 
COWSOs are forthcoming 

 Platform for user complaints that COWSOs appear not answerable for. 
 

Threats (new issues that could threaten the advance of TARUWAS) 

 More COWSOs fail to support and pay contribution due to several reasons 
 

The SWOT analysis shows the lack of support for TT from at least three COWSOs (Lukozi, Rangwi,  

Kwai - Kwemakame). This is the present key weakness, especially as they are the biggest supply 

areas. Chamavita’s (and the District’s) response is a new information campaign about the role of TT 

in the supply areas. The meetings we had in Lukozi and Rangwi explicitly have asked TT to start such 

a campaign. We may say that the meetings in Mazinde Ngua and Kireti emphasized the strengths of 
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TT. It seems that these relatively small supply areas understand that they need TT. However, also 

here the regular collection of water fees is still in a starting phase.   

The mission also doubts the power of the present Taruwas Trust Board. During the latest meeting on 

February 8, apart from Chamavita and John, only the representatives from Milemileni and Mazinde 

Ngua attended. Mr Sellungato, the chairman, is from Rangwi, but it is questionable if he represents 

the COWSO there.  

3. Support by the district government 

Chamavita and TT (John) have recently built  a workable relationship with the District Authorities in 

Lushoto. Meetings with the District Executive Director (DED), the District Water Engineer (DWE), the 

Registrar and the CDO during this mission demonstrated their interest and willingness to cooperate 

with Chamavita and TT on several issues regarding water supply in the Usambara Mountains. To 

mention a few: the re-election of COWSOs, mediation in the conflict in Kwai-Kwemakame, 

organization of information campaigns in Lukozi, Rangwi and Kwai/Kwemakame and the integration 

of new COWSOs in TT. In addition, in the important meetings in Lukozi, Rangwi and Kwai-

Kwemakame the Diwanis at the ward level attended and showed publicly their commitment to TT 

and the collection of water fees. This also demonstrated that something in the relationship between 

Chamavita/TT and the district and ward government has changed in a positive direction.  

4 Integrated approach in the handing over projects to villages 

Chamavita has made a clear switch to the approach that a water project should be handed over to 

the village only if all aspects of the project are functioning well, i.e. the hardware (technical 

infrastructure), the software (instruction to stakeholders about how to manage the system) and the 

orgware (fee collection, management of revenues and becoming a member of Taruwas). In the past 

projects were handed over once the water was flowing, though fee collection was not organized yet 

and COWSOs were left to their own devices to manage the system.  

This very positive change was demonstrated in the new system of Nkundei (Kireti area) where a 

workable system for fee collection and management of the DPs has been introduced. Once such an 

approach is introduced inhabitants do not seem to object to the regular  payment for water. 

5. The COWSO: a flawed concept of the Tanzanian water law  

The expectation of the Tanzanian law that COWSOs on their own are the right entity to operate and 

maintain the rural water supply systems under their jurisdiction is deeply flawed in a systemic way. In 

practice, good operation and maintenance by a COWSO is rather an exception than a rule, since  

COWSOs usually lack the technological expertise and administrative competence and firmness for 

this task. This is a conclusion of our work with Taruwas and is confirmed among others by Dr Mgana 

from ARDHI University in Dar es Salaam (see p. 28). Therefore, the management of rural water 

systems ought to be taken away from the COWSOs and handed over to an overarching entity of an 

appropriate size, such as a water utility. As this is (still) in contradiction with Tanzanian law, we 

propose for the time being a very clear definition and agreement about the roles and responsibilities 

of Taruwas and the COWSOs. 
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6. Other issues 

A decision is still pending on the quick start of the construction at Mamboleo while Rangwi COWSO 

still has not paid Taruwas the promised 1.2 million Tshs.  

Main recommendations of the mission 

1. The mission has understood that the emphasis of much of the work of Chamavita and 

Taruwas has come to be laid on institutional reform with respect to the COWSOs and in 

particular to the payment of water and collaboration with Taruwas. In this framework 

TARUWAS and Chamavita should focus on an intensified cooperation with the district 

council.  

The main means to achieve our goals are: information campaigns to village and hamlet 

councils on why Taruwas is important to them and why water should be paid for, re-election 

of COWSOs, and a definition of the roles and responsibilities of COWSOs and Taruwas.  

In this framework John Nshunju is asked to prepare concept plans and budgets for the 

following joint activities within 4 weeks (before april 1, 2016). 

 

 Overcoming the conflicts between Kwai and Kwemakame and the re-election of a COWSO for 

the water system 

 Defining the competences that a COWSO and thus its members to be elected need. 

 An information campaign to councils in the villages and hamlets of the Lukozi area about why 

Taruwas is indispensable and water should be paid for 

 Re-election of the COWSO in Lukozi. 

 

2. In addition and as follow-up, the following activities are recommended: 

 

 Continuation of the registration of water users in all supply areas 

 To request via DWE or CDO an action from the Internal Auditor of the District to inspect the 

financial books of Lukozi and Rangwi COWSO and other COWSOs if required.  There is a very 

big chance that the books are in disorder. 

 Drafting a constitution framework for COWSOs that clearly defines roles and responsibilities 

of COWSOs and Taruwas.  

 Setting up and executing an information campaign in the Rangwi area 

 Re-election of the COWSO in Rangwi 

 Setting up and executing an information campaign in the Kwai-Kwemakame area 

 Re-election of the COWSO in Kwai-Kwemakame 

 Setting up a policy for private connections:  registration, meter installation and reading, 

payment per quantity used, permits for new connections. 

 Setting up a policy for handing over projects to villages with involvement of the District. 
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3. Related to technical infrastructure the following is recommended: 

 In order to overcome lack of water spillages should be reduced and rationing of water supply 

could be applied. An important immediate improvement could  be that all storage tanks at 

private connections get a float valve, so that no overflow water is lost. 

 The policy of installing water meters is to be continued. Priority have Private connections. 

 In order to enhance Taruwas’ visibility in the villages signs of appropriate size are installed at 

the DPs mentioning opening times, tariff and name and telephone number of Taruwas. 

 

4. The operation of the new system at Kireti should be well monitored for further evaluation. 

The question is: is this the way to do it? 

The flow of the water sources at Maringo Juu should be evaluated. 

 

5. The mission recommends the SPOTT board to continue the support to Chamavita and 

Taruwas until at least end of 2017. The continuation after that date will depend on the 

results of two monitoring and evaluation missions to be organized before that moment. The 

SPOTT board and Chamavita have to decide on appropriate indicators to measure the 

success of failure of the Taruwas initiative. 

 

6. SPOTT board should come with a proposal to Chamavita about a quick start of the 

construction at Mamboleo while Rangwi COWSO still has not paid Taruwas the promised 1.2 

million Tshs.
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Chronological report of visits and meetings 
 

Friday February 5, 2016 

Meeting at the district office with DED Mr Shauri (8.30-9.15) (report Joost) 

Apart from Mr Shauri (DED) the meeting was attended by DWE Mr William Boniface, Ms Rehema 

(COWSO Registrar); on the side of Chamavita: John Nshunju and Hande Mwanjela, Kees Kempenaar, 

Joost van Buuren 

Mwanjela introduced the SPOTT mission. The DED and the DWE mentioned several issues as follows. 

1. There is the impression in the villages that TARUWAS is something for Chamavita projects only. 
Answer: this is not correct. TARUWAS would welcome other COWSOs if there procedures would 
fit into the TARUWAS constitution.  

2. Insufficient collaboration between COWSOs and local government (village councils). This could 
be caused by an incorrect procedure of appointing COWSO members. Some COWSOs sometimes 
are branded as Chamavita COWSOs.  

3. There are problems with the reporting of the COWSOs to the DWE. 
4. The handing over of projects to the villages and the COWSO sometimes raises problems. 
5. Transparency in finances of the COWSOs is a must to gain trust. 
6.   Investment plans of the COWSO have to be presented to the DWE first. 

The DED suggested meetings of villages, COWSOs and DWE to smoothen problems of hampering 

collaboration and the lack of trust in TARUWAS (to be organized by whom?). He also thought that 

there is still a lack of capacity building at the village level related to the matter of payment of water 

for appropriate operation and maintenance in a transparent way. We explained that already much 

training had been given in the past. The DED explained the procedure of the formation of COWSOs.  

An interim COWSO (how is this formed?) proposes a constitution for the COWSO in the particular 

village (Kakunya and DWE staff support this part of the procedure). There are models for this. This 

constitution is read to the community in a general meeting. After agreement the constitution goes to 

the Village Council and subsequently to the District Council for approval. This procedure takes about 

4 – 5 months. Once approved the Village Council opens a procedure for application of COWSO 

members. This occurs by open applications (volunteering). The village council preselects the 

candidates for election by the general village assembly. The members are then agreed upon by the 

community and installed. The members stay in charge for three years. It happens that village council 

members object against the decisions of COWSOs. To avoid this the DED suggested to include 

influential people from the village as external members or advisers to the COWSO.  

As an example the case of the two villages of Kwemakame and Kwai who share the same water 

infrastructure was brought to the table. There a competition arose between the COWSO and the 

Village Councils of the two villages, especially in Kwai. Should the village chairman become a member 

of the COWSO?  

The DWE mentioned the issue of a lacking air valve in Rangwi. An air valve is available but the 

COWSO has to comply with the TARUWAS requirements. The DED proposed new projects for 
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Chamavita/SPOTT in e.g. Mlalo. We explained that for SPOTT the proper payment of water and 

organization of operation and maintenance is a prerequisite for possible new projects.   

SPOTT meeting with Chamavita in Lushoto on Friday February 5, 2016 (10.00 – 16.30) (report: 

Kees). 

Present: from Chamavita John Nshunju and Hande Mwanjela, SPOTT Joost van Buuren and Kees 

Kempenaar. 

The meeting reviewed the situation regarding the various COWSOs. 

Lukozi COWSO: it is never outspoken, but it was observed that the chairman of this COWSO never 

really supported the joining of his COWSO to TARUWAS. That could be the base of the difficulties. 

Next to it the structure of Lukozi is very big, so to get revenue collection organized is complex. For 

many water users the operation and maintenance is unclear, they are hardly informed/involved or 

not at all. Independent systems as Kwekangaga (under N’dabwa), Mbughui Juu (under Viti) and 

Mgwashi Juu (under Mgwashi) are not well attended by the actual COWSO. The same with Mavumo 

(supported by the Lutheran funds from Germany). From the point of view of Chamavita it could be 

wise to organize a COWSO for each independent system. On the moment there are 1 big and 4 small 

systems (Mbughui Juu, Mgwashi Juu, Mavumo, Kwekangaga). In the future when Maringo Juu is 

ready there will be 5 small systems. 

Kwemakame-Kwai COWSO: the actual COWSO is not really accepted by the village governments, 

there is especially a conflict with the Kwai village council. The COWSO is not (installed) voted for 

completely according the constitution rules. The interim COWSO became easily the definite COWSO. 

Next to it some COWSO members do/did not go well with the village government. Most probably 

these two situations brought the trouble as it is now between Kwemakame and  TARUWAS. In 

addition, the Mwenyekiti (Mayor) of Kwemakame village is not really convinced about the “good” of 

TARUWAS. Conclusion: it would be good to have a meeting with the DWE, the existing village 

government, Taruwas and the COWSO. 

Milemileni COWSO: the actual COWSO has quite some difficulties in handling the following: 

 The necessary actions in case of illegal yard connections 

 To come to a policy in handling the new illegal yard connections. 

 Kipembe is a middle class quarter, there are no DP’s. A number of the water users installed 

big store reservoirs (several times  1 up to 5 m3 capacity). If a number of them opens the tap 

(inflow) for these tanks, there is no water for the others in the lower part of the gravity pipe. 

 Some illegal connections are made in the delivery pipe to the store reservoir of Kipembe. This 

is disturbing a good feeding/filling of this reservoir. 

 1 Mbunge and 1 Diwani have (in the election rally) delivered pipes for supply enlargement 

without consulting the COWSO. Problem is that the supply area will be enlarged and that can 

give difficulty for capacity. 

 In summary we could say the water users and even leaders take decisions (against the rules 

of the COWSO) such as illegal connections, big private store reservoirs and unplanned 

extensions  which cause problems in the hydraulic gravity system, so that equal water 

delivery over the gravity line is seriously disturbed. That is why now parts of the supply area 
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have good supply, part have little and part have no water supply. It  is the difficult situation 

for the COWSO.  

 

Saturday February 6, 2016 

 

COWSO meeting Milemileni (Report Kees Kempenaar) 

 

At the meeting the following issues were reported. 

 

 Leakage in one valley, according some people the roots of big trees entered the pipes 

through the joints. This needs repairs to correct the water streaming to one hamlet. 

 According to the mayor, the treasurer is not well functioning, and should be changed. At the 

end of the meeting it is agreed that it is necessary to have an extra meeting to replace the 

treasurer. 

 Long talks about the collection of the water revenue. The participants of this meeting all said 

to agree on water payment. Problem in the revenue collection is that from the DP depending 

water users 40% gets water irregularly. With a division of the system in sections and supply 

during certain hours (rationing) this could be solved. 

 It is agreed that private big tank owners should get a water meter and should pay for each 

consumed liter. 

 It is agreed to install gate valves to create different sections in the gravity supply systems, 

this system could give possibilities to supply all the system areas. So every section gets its 

supply hours. 

 The brick production consumes (within its season) a lot of water. Proposal: register all the 

brick producers, estimate their water consumption, and prepare a billing system for all the 

brick producers.  

 One VIKOBA women group was present. The most important link in the water supply are the 

women, that point is exchanged with this group and we stressed that they have to fight their 

interest and right. 

 Communication between Village government and COWSO  is not optimal, therefore Nshunju 

proposed that the Mwenyekiti (Mayor) of the village could participate in the COWSO 

meetings, so communication lines are shorter. This proposal is according the DED meeting 

we had on 06-02-2016. 

 The village plumbers said they are poorly paid, but we do our work. All orders should come 

via the COWSO secretary. After finishing work the plumber should report to the COWSO 

secretary. 

 

Sunday February 7, 2016 (Report Joost) 

Feb 7  Sunday afternoon Joost had an informal conversation with John and Martine Sellungato (MS), 

the TARUWAS chairman. In Rangwi there are not so many private connections (PC) as in Milemileni. 

At the moment DP users have to pay only 200 TZ/m flat rate. We discussed if people could 

reasonably pay more and both John and MS said they could. Everybody pays loads of money for their 

smartphones. Even at this preposterous rate (200 TZ/m) John and MS believed that people would 

first have to get used to payment and then would be willing to pay more. Basically people in Rangwi 
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still think water should be free. MS said that there are problems with the COWSO members 

(members are not suited to their tasks). Chamavita was responsible for the formation of the COWSO 

and the official procedures were followed. The district registrar has supervised the process. MS 

himself is not one of the elected COWSO members but was appointed by the COWSO as 

representative in the TARUWAS Board. Does he attend all the COWSO meetings? The COWSO has 

more than 25 members coming from all the hamlets. It would be useful for SPOTT to get more 

knowledge of the COWSO constitutions. I asked M.Kusiwa if she could provide us with one and she 

did.  

We discussed about other taxes in the villages. Only people with an official land registration seem to 

pay something, but in particular in rural zones most pay nothing. So, the water fee is their first sort of 

property related tax. The local government does not expect a share from the water revenues. We 

discussed if it would be useful to give them a share to raise their interest in the work of the COWSO. 

John seemed to like the idea. We discussed the COWSO constitution. MS called it an agreement and 

not a constitution. I raised the constitution model that the DED mentioned (on 5-2-2016). But it 

seemed there is no such model document, rather a model procedure overseen by the registrar. 

Outsiders can also be members. It is easy to manipulate the opinions of the members. MS called 

them illiterate. MS did not like the DED’s suggestion of VC members being member/or participant of 

the COWSO. He thought the COWSO should be independent from the VC. The VC should be an 

overseer of the work. MS came with the idea of more instruction for COWSO members and all other 

stakeholders regarding their roles and responsibilities. Special concerns are communication, report 

writing and especially the financial reporting. He also pleaded for a long term vision on water 

availability and provision in the area. I mentioned the SPOTT/Chamavita business plan of 2014. I 

wondered if he has ever seen it or studied it. I asked about the situation in Mamboleo. Why then 

DWE has been asked to interfere? He did not know.  

Monday February 8, 2016 Taruwas Trust Board meeting (Report Joost) 

Kisoka had returned from an ATAWAS conference in Morogoro. He was enthusiastic. He showed an 

invitation to an AfWA conference in Nairobi on 22-26 Feb and a capacity building curriculum with five 

modules. The cost of the modules varied from 250 to 300 Euro.I wondered if the curriculum was not 

something for urban water companies. We could support their participation in African Conferences 

but only if they present a paper. 

The TARUWAS Board meeting (started on 11.40).  

Present in the meeting were the Chairman (Martine Sellungato), the representative of Milemileni 

Vice Chairwomen Salome, the representative of Mazinde Ngua (Mr Funto), Mr Kakunya, John, Mr 

Kisoka. 

The agenda was mainly the reporting about the three COWSOs of Milemileni, Mazinde Ngua and 

Rangwi. Points raised were the conflicts between Village councillers and COWSO members, the 

problem a failing services in some areas leading to unwillingness to pay. The lack of performance of 

the COWSOs so that the plans agreed on December 7 had only partially been carried out, the 

involvement of VC persons in the COWSOs (yes, should be done after adaptation of the COWSO 

constitution), the reporting of the COWSOs to DWE and to TARUWAS (not in time and insufficient 

quality), the only partially paid initial contribution of Rangwi (wo delays and why?). The money 

destined for TARUWAS (1.2 million)  from Rangwi COWSO seems to have been used for pipe repairs, 
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our Tuesday visit to Rangwi (has to be postponed until Friday), new members in Taruwas (influential 

persons).  It has to be found out if this is according to the constitution. The installation of own 

COWSOs of Mgwashi Juu and Mgubui Juu in the Lokozi area, the use of an e-card system (Susteq). 

New COWSOs participating in TARUWAS. First private connections have to be metered and charged 

accordingly. Training of various stakeholders, transparency concerning finances, new budget for 

TARUWAS (Kees said that new proposals will be taken into consideration).  

 

Tuesday February 9, 2016 morning (report Kees) 

 

Visit to Maringo Juu  

Working during days with rain showers, it became clear that at the end of the valley where the 

reservoir for the rainwater catchment had been planned, there is no run off from rainwater. In the 

past during a work visit Mr. Sander de Haas has said that there is a chance that the bottom of this 

valley does not hold the water. The geological characteristics of the soil are such that probably there 

is no possibility to keep the water. Why we as SPOT hear this only now? 

 

The actual plan is to construct a small dam just below three small streams and by this measure the 

water is stored. So we will advise: 

 Check the water quantity measurements from the past 

 Measure the water quantity now 

 Compare it with the population data 

 Calculate the population increase 

 Prepare a water security calculation 

 Analyse the possibilities of water quantity increase. 

 

Afternoon visit Kireti A and Kireti B (report Kees)  

We have visited the intake of Kwematambwe, 3 store reservoirs and several BPT’s. In Nkundei we 

saw several DPs. Each DP is locked during the non-supply hours. There is an agreement that:  

 The supply hours are: in the morning from 6.30 to 10.00 and in the afternoon from 16 to 

18.30 hours 

 Each family pays 2000 Tshs/month 

 All water consumers of Kireti A are registered 

 The registration for Kireti B is on the way to be realized 

 These registrations are the base for the water revenue collection 

 

In the past there were two different designs made, 1) gravity system only for Kireti A and B, 2) a 

gravity system inclusive Kireti C. That design 2) was not known on the moment Chamavita made the 

proposal for a four year plan in 2013. Consequence is that the budget was too small for Kireti A, B 

and C. Chamavita discussed this with the three village governments involved in this project and it was 

decided that: 

 In Kireti B we will not construct the cloth washing tables. With the remaining money we will 

finance the public taps in Kireti C. 
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During the visit we noticed : 

 The system of locking the taps during the non-supply hours is a good idea. It should be 

discussed with all other existing projects, to decrease the water lost from the public taps. 

 In the discussions in Nkundei  it seems that the water revenue is organized in a good way. 

 The refilling of the pipe trenches was postponed too much; only 70% is now refilled. When 

the rains start a part of the soil to be used will be washed away and is not any more there.

  

 We suggested to put a sign at each DP telling water price, opening hours and who to address 

in case of problems. The name of TARAWAS and COWSO of the area should be mentioned. 

Mwanjela liked the idea. 

 

Wednesday 10-02-2016 

Meeting with COWSO Kwai-Kwemakame (Report Kees) 

 

Present: 17 persons: 8 from Kwai active in different positions, 7 from Kwemakame active in different 

positions and two from the ward, the Diwani and the Executive Officer. The explained dissatisfactions 

are: 

1. From Kwai, the village government had no confidence in the COWSO members, so by the 

proposal of Kwai the COWSO was dismissed. 

2. The introduction and the knowledge transfer about TARUWAS went too fast, according to 

both villages 

3. There is a fear (in both villages) that the influence of TARUWAS could go too far, though the 

project is not very well functioning. 

 

Other points/observations: 

 The dismissal of the COWSO happened against the constitution 

 There is still the friction in between the two villages, that means that the maintenance 

management can’t easily go well, they fail to set up a policy for water supply 

 The water revenue collection in Kwemakame seems to be well organized, in Kwai it is not 

well organized 

 In Kwemakame there is a flat rate of 1000 Tshs per family per month; in Kwai there is no 

agreed price 

 In Kwemakame all taps are locked outside the supply hours, in Kwai no such locks are 

available 

 The Kwai government sometimes closes the stop valve to Kwemakame, so that Kwemakame 

gets no water. 

 

At the end of the meeting the following proposals were made: 

 It would be good that in a short time a new COWSO would be elected 

 To invite Chamavita/Taruwas to come to an agreement for cooperation. 

 

The Diwani asked if the system could be enlarged to include the Kwemagemu hamlet in the existing  

gravity system. 
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Answer:  

 At the moment the water quantity is too small. If we increase the number of consumers the 

problem will be worse. 

 First the villages have to get the actual system in a good order, after that we talk about a 

supply for Kwemagemu. 

 

Thursday 11-02-2016 

Meeting with COWSO Lukozi (report Kees) 

 

There were about 25 people present. All nine different villages were represented, some villages had 

no government representatives. Lukozi had many representatives in comparison to the other 8 

supplied villages. 

The complaints of the COWSO towards TARUWAS and Chamavita were the following: 

 Chamavita took pipes and spare parts, which were project properties 

 The introduction and the knowledge transfer about TARUWAS went too fast, according to 

the general  feeling 

 There is a fear (in both villages)/mistrust,  that the influence of TARUWAS could go too far, 

though the project (water supply)  is not very well functioning. 

 

The COWSO thinks also: 

 They do the maintenance and water revenue collection very well.  But in the meeting the 

following complaints were expressed: 

o  Many DPs are not functioning, at least 40% 

o One person at the meeting complained about the overflow of  the Tiku tank (every 

night) so that many liters are lost for the supply. It seems that this is happening on 

purpose, and the water is used for agriculture. The COWSO is not able to solve it. 

 

In the discussion it became clear that the COWSO is over estimating its knowledge and skills. 

 

Although several villagers support the COWSO, especially the ones living in Lukozi, there is a certain 

dissatisfaction, especially in the villages downstream (in the gravity system) from Lukozi. These 

dissatisfactions are: 

 Taps and overflows of tanks are spilling water, especially in the nights. 

 In the dry season when there is a need for a equal rationing of the supply, the supply time of 

water is not equal for every village. 

 The village chairman of Mnadani showed his dissatisfaction very clearly to the COWSO: “you 

COWSO you will never be able to organise good O&M”, he complained.  

 

Other points: 

1. In practice the nonfunctioning of many DPs (at least 40%) has lasted so long that it is more or 

less accepted.  

2. The water revenue collection only takes place in Lukozi and Viti centre for the private 

connections. The other water users get water for free. That might be a policy, so that the 

well-off people have their right and the rest has to be thankful to get something.  
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3. The COWSO chairman was not willing to say the water price for the private connection.  

4. The COWSO chairman has a motorcycle and goes up and down from Lukozi to Viti to look 

after the supply in these two village centers.  

 

Friday February 12, 2016 

Meeting with COWSO Rangwi  

 

There were 30 participants, more than 50% of the participants came from two villages: Mamboleo 

and Karumele, the two which never got water supplied. Goka village also had a good number 

present, 5.  Mamboleo and Karumele explained very clearly their need and right to get water, and 

most probably Goka people were there to defend their position.  

 

The complaints of the COWSO towards TARUWAS and Chamavita were the following: 

 Chamavita did not place air valves and washouts. That is why water could not be delivered to 

Mamboleo and Karumele.  

 In the period of washing tables constructions the technicians of Chamavita have been very 

rough to several village people. 

 The people need more information, the task division COWSO – Taruwas is not clear,  

according to the general  feeling 

 There is a fear/mistrust (especially in Emau and Goka, the two villages which have water),  

that the influence of TARUWAS could go too far, though the water supply  is not very well 

functioning. 

 How much of the collected money will go to/be eaten by Taruwas? 

 

Saturday February 13, 2016 

 

Chamavita Board Meeting  

At the meeting were present Mr Kakunya, Mr Mwanjela, Mama Kuziwa, Mr Kisoka, Mr John Nshunju, 

Kees Kempenaar and Joost van Buuren (report). 

The items of the agenda were: SWOT analysis of Taruwas, Solutions to overcome Taruwas 

weaknesses, a plan B for Chamavita if SPOTT ends its support to water supply projects, other issues. 

As the items could not be fully discussed a second meeting took place on February 17. 

1. SWOT analysis for Taruwas Trust 

The meeting started by elaborating on the SWOT analysis of Taruwas as presented above on page 3 

above. This SWOT formed the basis for further discussion on an approach to overcome weaknesses 

of the Taruwas approach. 
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2. Solutions to overcome weaknesses 

2.1. Regarding the relationships between Taruwas/Chamavita and COWSOs 

-Divide large COWSOs in smaller ones where it is functional (e.g. some village in the Lukozi area) to 

overcome lack of consensus in the COWSOs. 

-Taruwas has now got the opportunity to address the communities directly (especially after our 

meetings in Lukozi and Rangwi) and explain the importance of TT for water service. 

-Involve district authorities more in the work of Taruwas. Here several possibilities were proposed:  

 Regarding the involvement of village authorities in the COWSO as the DED had suggested. The 
question rose as to what extent this is in conformity with the COWSO constitution. 

 Solving the actual fight between Kwai and Kwemakame 

 Involvement of TT in district tasks 

 Re-election of COWSOs 

 Defining the division of tasks between COWSOs and Taruwas Trust 

 At the handover of projects to the COWSOs 

 In giving more information to the users. 
 

-Improve image of Chamavita in the villages (e.g. the case of ‘stolen’ old pipes in Lukozi). Clear 

contracts should be made when Chamavita works in a village and at the handover of projects to 

COWSOs. 

- Improve the image of Taruwas. The district has to be involved at the handover of projects to 

COWSOs. The important role of Taruwas has to be stressed at everyone. 

- A clear and agreed division of tasks and remuneration has to be made between COWSOs and 

Taruwas at the handover of projects to COWSOs. The district has to be involved in this.  

2.2. Finances and fee collection 

The following shows the collection concept that Chamavita and Taruwas now work with. In particular 

in Nkundei this system is practiced. 

User lists are made per DP (registering head of households and number of users per household). At 

each DP there is a DP care-takers team. In Nkundei (Kireti project) this team consists of a 

chairperson, a secretary and a treasurer. The treasurer is responsible for the bookkeeping and the 

transfer of the money to the COWSO. The collection of the flat rate can be done by one of the others. 

They use an account book. The collector receives a fee of 10% of the collected money. The others 

receive nothing. 

The DP has opening times (e.g. 6-10 a.m and 4-7.30 p.m.). Outside the opening times the DP is locked 

by the DP caretaker. During opening times users are free to open and close the tap. The DP has a 

water meter. As a flat rate is used, Chamavita uses the meter for just recording of the water 

consumption. In Nkundei a downward trend of use was observed during the last weeks.  
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The COWSO has a bank account to which the revenues are transferred. DPs under Taruwas 

management should strive at at least 2000 /m. hh flat rate. VWC and COWSO have to handle the 

non-payers of the flat rate. Fundis are appointed to take care of maintenance. They receive a fixed 

salary of 15,000/month.person. 

This model will be transferred where possible to other villages/COWSOs. 

For the installation of meters Chamavita/TT maintain the following ranking of priorities: 

1. all DPs in new projects get a meter. These are paid from the project budgets;  
2. DPs in existing projects, paid from user fees; 
3. Private connections. The installation of meters here has a high priority as the usually very high 

water consumption has to be made visible, but needs sufficient support from the COWSOs. This 
is still problematic and support has to be won in the near future. E.g. in Milemileni. 

 

The COWSO income for water has to be redistributed in a transparent way among: DP caretakers, 

fundis, COWSOs and TT. At this moment Taruwas Trust  receives nothing.  COWSO money transfers 

from Milemileni and Mazinde to Taruwas have been discussed in the TT Board for 2016. This is not 

yet agreed (??). 

Signs should be placed at the DPs especially in new projects. These signs convey the message that a 

DP is not a stand-alone thing but works under a management organisation. The text on the sign could 

contain: name of Taruwas/COWSO of……, name of the DP, opening hours, water fee, a telephone 

number for reporting complaints. Mwanjela liked the idea of the signs and promised to work the idea 

out. 

3. Plan B 

3.1 Strategy if the establishment of Taruwas fails? 

Mr Kakunya did not like to speak about failure. He saw still enough opportunities for further action in 

training and DED involvement. Next, the point of ‘failure’ was worked out. When do we call TT a 

failure? John said: as soon as TTB meetings lack the quorum. That is certainly a point. Joost raised the 

question of failing income. How long can TT go on without income from the COWSOs. There has been 

a discussion (December 7, 2015) that Milemileni and Mazinde Ngua will support TT financially in 

2016. If they do not contribute would that be the moment to stop? The question of the failing 

income was not answered. Then, the new communication with the villages was mentioned. There is 

apparently a recent breakthrough in Lukozi and Rangwi at this point. The Village Councils have asked 

for help in communication about TT to the users both in Lukozi and Rangwi. We expect results in 

terms of better collaboration with the COWSOs, but it remains all very uncertain still. Individual 

persons at key positions like the Chairman of the Lukozi COWSO can continue to thwart the 

collaboration with TT even if the majority of hamlets and villages are in favour of Taruwas. It all is 

related to the key position of the COWSO and Taruwas’ dependency on the good will of the COWSOs. 

Another way forward is the improved cooperation with the district. If that has no result we should 

stop promoting Taruwas. The question is then: how do we evaluate whether the results are 

positive/negative, what are the indicators? The collection of fees and status of O&M are certainly 

important indicators for success. Kees remarked that this can be seen after one and a half year when 
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new COWSOs are elected and the message of TT has been better disseminated. Whether this is really 

the moment of final evaluation was not decided upon. It was accepted for the moment. The meeting 

went on with elaborating on the content and method of spreading information in 18 villages of 

TARUWAS. The target group is the general assemblies of the villages. The content should be 

information about TT, so that users understand the basic ideas and consequences. There was some 

doubt about what users already knew.  Joost emphasized the importance of finding out what 

information the villagers really would need before this campaign starts. Only then we can make a 

good campaign. And also during the campaign we have to evaluate the results in term of what 

villagers have learnt and how that influences their opinions. Then we learn while performing the 

campaign. Therefore, the information should be given in an interactive way. For this campaign we 

should request the cooperation of the district. The campaign should be held prior to the reelection of 

COWSOs. We came to the preliminary conclusion that 2 to 3 sessions would be necessary per village. 

The first one should be a mobilization session to assure that the meetings are well attended to. Here, 

the district could play an important role. The second meeting should convey the key information 

about TARUWAS and if a need for more information appears a third session could be organized. This 

process is to be executed mainly by John and some helpers. It will take a considerable time and 

needs a budget. John was asked to make such a budget and send it to SPOTT. 

3.2 The participation of more COWSOs in TT 

The participation of new COWSOs in TT would be a positive indicator for the position of TT. The 

names of the systems of Mavumo, Mtai and Milindwi were mentioned. What are the qualification 

criteria for accepting a new COWSO as TT member? The functioning of a fee collection system and 

willingness to contribute to TT are certainly important. It means that at least the new COWSOs and 

TT have to get to know each other’s position better. This requires a budget for staff time, info 

exchange and traveling. Kees stressed the need of a budget and raising local funds. John will prepare 

the budget. 

4. Other issues 

There were in the CBM a few remaining issues like the long term future of Chamavita and the Susteq 

technology that have to be discussed still. However everybody was exhausted (5 hours of discussion) 

and the meeting was ended at about 16.00. Kees will discuss them on Wednesday 17 with Mwanjela, 

Kisoka and John. 

 

Sunday February 14, 2016  

Meeting Kees  with Mzee Athumani Hozza, the chairman of the village council of Kwemakame in 

Luago (Kwemakame) (Report by Kees) 

 

I, Kees, know this person from 1987, the start of the Kwemakame project construction.  At that time 

his wife Saliha was very active in the women group. 

 

During the last three years he is the chairman of the village council and one of his main ambitions is 

to get the water supply improved. In December 2013 I also visited him at home and we talked about 

the necessity of maintenance.   
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Actual operation & maintenance situation according to Athumani: 

1. Since there are two villages it became very much more complicated. Kwai has the opinion 

that it is their water and supply towards Kwemakame is not necessary: let them look for their 

own water. 

2. Several valve boxes in the Kwai area are destroyed on purpose, so that one can close main 

valves in the main feeding pipe to Kwemakame. It happened already that no water came to 

Kwemakame. The gate valve was just closed outside the agreement. 

3. Most probably several overflows and taps in Kwai area are spilling, no control. 

4. The new construction of artificial recharge is probably not well looked after. 

5. Kwai does not collect water revenues. 

6. The private connections in Kwai area do not pay for water, such as: 

a. The Fathers house of the Catholic Mission 

b. The Sisters house of the Catholic Mission 

c. The Hospital of the Catholic Mission 

 

Monday February 15, 2016 

Meeting with COWSO Mazinde-Ngua  (report Kees) 

 

 The COWSO chairman opens the meeting in a positive attitude towards TARUWAS. We realize that 

this is the 1st time that TARUWAS is so positively approached. 

Present were: 

 The Diwani 

 The chairman of the Mosque 

 1 Catholic Sister 

 And many water consumers, at the end approximately 60 of them 

 

Water prices agreed are: 

 Institutions, such as school, mosque,church:  Tshs 4,000/-- per month 

 DP users: 1,000 Tshs/month 

 Private connections:  2,000Tshs/month. 

 

Things not yet well realized: 

 The registration of all water users, split up in: 

o DP water users 

o The Private connections 

o The Institutions. 

 

Difficulties discussed in the meeting: 

1. People are not yet agreeing in water meter installation 

2. There are still farmers doing agriculture to near to the river 

3. A part of the water consumers in two hamlets are not agreeing to pay for water. 
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Many women reacted on the SPOT request  to be present as women group. All of them are organized 

in VIKOBA groups. We explained our (SPOT -Chamavita vision/policy) that water should be paid from 

now on and also the water price. In the meeting nobody objected. There is an agreement that the 

ones not willing to pay, when they remain refusing, should be excluded from the water supply.  

 

Tuesday February 16, 2016 morning 

A second meeting with the DED from 8.00 up to 9.30 hours (report Kees) 

 

The DED had handed over this meeting to the DWE (Mr William Boniface). Also the COWSO registrar 

participated in the meeting. 

  

Points discussed are: 

1. Reelections of COWSO’s 

2. Clear task division TARUWAS – COWSO, should be split up in: 

a. Hardware 

b. Software 

c. Orgware 

3. How to get more knowledge about TARUWAS in the project areas 

4. Handing over of new project, first to the District. 

5. More cooperation between Chamavita and the District (i.e. DWE office, Registration Office, 

DCO office) 

6. Solving the fight between Kwai and Kwemakame. 

 

Agreements made between DWE and Chamavita based on these points are: 

1. Chamavita can’t  organize the reelections, the leading partner in this procedure should be the 

Registration Office. Chamavita can only cooperate/participate, the same for TARUWAS. 

2. From the actual experiences TARUWAS should make a task division (between COWSO and 

Taruwas) proposal, discussed with DWE office and after that it should be agreed in the 

different project areas. 

3. A clear information campaign should be realized, the total population is very difficult, but at 

least all village water committees. 

4. To reduce the ownership feelings in the COWSOs, the proposal is to hand over the project to 

the District. 

5. A cooperation plan Chamavita – District should be set up. That means in the execution of the 

awareness training, the building up of TARUWAS, correction and or influencing the COWSOs. 

6. DWE and Registrar together with the Executive Ward Officer and the Diwani, have to put all 

forces together to get a good cooperation between Kwai and Kwemakame.   

 

Meeting with the Village Water Committee of Kireti (report Kees) 

 

There were two meetings in Kireti: 

1. The village water committees, the village chairmen of the 3 involved villages: a) Nkundei,  b) 

Kireti and c) Kigumbe. 

2. Women of VIKOBA groups. 
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In the first meeting in Kireti we discussed: 

1. The agreement of water price. It is agreed that DP users pay Tshs 2,000/month, the 

institutions Tshs 5,000/month, there are no private connections. 

2. The strict opening hours of every DP: 6.30 up to 10.00 and  from 16.00 up to 18.30. 

3. The training of the fundis, the existing ones of Nkundei are very satisfied. The two from 

Kigumbe are not trained well enough according themselves. According to Kyango, the new 

fundi from Dindira, they are well enough trained. This should be discussed again to solve. 

4. In the Kireti A area the water users registration is completed. Now the water users 

registration in Kireti B is in started. 

5. The involvement of three villages parts in the water supply, which were not in the design and 

or budget. By saving on Cloth washing tables in Kireti B the number of DPs could become 

bigger and the villages are now included in the water supply. Also especially the chairman of 

Kigumbe requested for more DPs in his hamlets, so that the walking distance to the water 

will decrease. Answer: we can only do this when we are sure the water quantity is sufficient. 

6. After 4 weeks the project should be completed. 

 

Observations from the 1st meeting: 

 The general atmosphere towards Chamavita is positive 

 There is no opposition to water payment 

 

The second meeting with about 60 up 70 women. 

We discussed: 

 The water price, everybody agreed that water should be paid. However, there was some 

opposition to the level of the price. After our show with the five soda bottles in the colours of 

the Tanzanian flag, people realized that consumption of sodas is higher than 2, it will rather 

be about 5 or more. So why would people not pay the price of 1 soda (1000 TShs) for 1 

month water use for the whole household? 

 The normality that people pay the fixed price in the groceries and want to put their own price 

on water.  

 

General observations during the visit of the project, inclusive the mainline and the intake itself of 

Lorero. 

 The refilling of the trenches is not well done, during strong rains the pipes will partly become 

uncovered. 

 The dam construction of Lorero seems to be well done, the trench in the forest is well 

refilled. 

 The water level behind the Lorero dam is low. This is a matter of concern. The water quantity 

should be measured. Only when these measurements are positive it can be decided  to 

enlarge the number  of DPs. 
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February 17, 2016 

Chamavita board meeting, continuation to finish the agenda points of the one on Saturday 13-02-

2016 (report Kees) 

 

The remaining agenda points are: 

1. Plan B, the future in general, if TARUWAS fails, water payments fails, financial issues 

2. The upcoming water projects 

a. Kireti B (2015) 

b. Maringo Juu (2016) 

c. Mamboleo (2015) 

d. Karumele, Nkelei and Goka (2016) 

3. A pilot project in Maringo Juu on electronic water payment fee with Susteq 

4. A O B. 

 

Possible improvements for the more easy realization of TARUWAS: 

1. Each technically independent system should have his own COWSO. This counts only for Lukozi 

area.  The Lukozi COWSO does not act in these small systems. The eventual separation should be 

agreed by the District council, in practice that means the DED and the DWE office. The good in it 

is that there is a chance that these COWSOs are willing to cooperate with TARUWAS. The actual 

independent small systems are: 

a. Kwekangaga (in Ndabwa) 

b. Mbughui Juu (in Viti) 

c. Mgwashi Juu (in Mgwashi) 

d. Mavumo (realized by German funds from Minden) 

A new small system planned for 2016 is Maringo Juu. 

 

The big Lukozi project: After the reelection  of the COWSO, Lukozi project can just participate in 

the TARUWAS board, from then on:  

a. Differential water fees should be agreed upon for: 

i. Institutions 

ii. Private connections 

iii. DP water users 

b. Registration of all water users should be done 

c. Water bank account should be opened. 

 

2. The heavy quarrel between Kwai and Kwemakame village should be solved. The district council 

should take the lead in this problem. On 22-02-2016 a start should be made in solving the village 

quarrel and the preparation of the COWSO reelection. When the reelection is realized the new 

COWSO can participate in the TARUWAS board. After that in Kwai: 

  

a. Water payment should be agreed 

b. Registration of all water users should be done 

c. Water bank account should be opened. 
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In Kwemakame: 

d. The registration of water users should be shown to the DWE, if necessary adapted. 

e. Existing bookkeeping shown to DWE and discussed 

f. Water bank account is probably there, if not one should be opened. 

The COWSO should collect the fee and pay its agreed contribution to TARUWAS. Then, an 

action plan (as made for Mazinde-Ngua and Milemileni) can be made and put in execution. 

 

3. In Rangwi there is a contradiction between Goka and Emau on one side and Mamboleo and 

Karumele on the other side. Nkelei  is in between. The COWSO  management did (up to now) 

not show any interest towards Mamboleo and Karumele. In the last meeting the people of 

Mamboleo and Karumele asked for extra attention and explained that the management of the 

COWSO failed towards them. They were not informed about the letter from Chamavita that 

Rangwi should still contribute 1.2 million Tshs. Mamboleo and Karumele are ready to pay for it.  

It would be better to realize a COWSO reelection. The actual members are there for already 7 

years.  3 years is the constitutional term. According the majority opinion of Mamboleo and 

Karumele: one of the two, Chairman and Secretary, should be a strong person from Mamboleo 

or Karumele, just to prevent difficulties for them. TARUWAS already made an action plan to be 

realised.    Chamavita is now busy to plan the construction for Mamboleo and Karumele. How do 

we combine that with the condition that the Rangwi COWSO should collect the remaining 1.2 

million Tshs, before construction actions in Mamboleo can start? 

 

4. Points of attention in MIlemileni: 

a. To settle the conflict between the village chairman and the COWSO 

b. To install water meters for all having big store reservoirs, especially in Kipembe. 

c. To solve the problem that the treasurer is not able to set up a bookkeeping. 

d. Follow up the agreed action plan, let us say it should be ready on 01-04-2016. 

 

5. Points of attention in Mazinde-Ngua,: 

a. To solve the mentality of not willing to pay in the two hamlets. 

b. Follow up the agreed action plan, let us say it should be ready on 01-04-2016. 

 

In general the following is discussed regarding TARUWAS: 

1. In all different COWSO areas Taruwas should have one or more head technicians from among 

the well-functioning plumbers, and the rest of the still functioning plumbers should be on 

kibarua (paid for the done job) base. The kibarua plumbers are controlled by the head 

technician. 

2. John Nshunju should prepare a planning for the execution of all points to be executed which 

became clear in the different meetings. This plan should be ready on 01-04-2016. 

3.  One very important point is a clear task division TARUWAS-COWSO. Concept should be 

made by John, discussed with Chamavita and the DWE, and others. 

4. For the promotion of TARUWAS, there is €2,500 Euros available. It is proposed to use it for: 

a. Posters designed by Geoffrey, with the subject that water payment is good! 

b. T-shirts with “Water is life” translated  “Maji ni Uhai”, But “it is has it Price” translated “lakini 

ina bei yake” 
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c. To use songs, plays as the VIKOBA groups do. 

 

It was concluded that for getting TARUWAS from the ground it is very important: 

1. TARUWAS and Chamavita get a good cooperation with the district council within a short 

period. 

2. John Nshunju should prepare a concept plan for all the proposed action points within 4 

weeks. Before 01-04-2016 a definite plan should be ready. 

 

The Future of Chamavita: 

Although the future for operation and maintenance is quite unsure, the mission will propose to the 

SPOT Tanzania Board to give TARUWAS one and a half year more. That means up to 01-01-2018. In 

that period two evaluations from SPOT will happen. One in Dec 2016, or January 2017, and one in 

end 2017. 

 

Meanwhile it seems to be good to plan one new project for 2017. The DED asked to support the 

Makanya project (near Mlalo). Although Chamavita still has about 20 requests in the drawer, it is 

decided to consider the DED’s request, just for the reason to try out this cooperation. The budget 

should not be higher than about €50,000 which is about Tshs 110 million. In case the budget is 

higher, the district should finance the other part, or the project should be split over more years. 

 

The pilot Susteq project: 

The Chamavita board proposes to have one unit in 3 different project areas. I, Kees, promise to find 

out if that would be possible. 

 

February 22, 2016 (report by Kees) 

Kwai-Kwemakame meeting. 

This meeting is proposed by the Kwemakame village council to come to a solution for the 

disagreement between Kwai and Kwemakame about the water supply and the maintenance of the 

water supply system. The proposal went to the Kwai ward. So the Executive Officer of Kwai invited 

the two village councils, the fundis, and the interim water committees. In  addition, TARUWAS, 

Chamavita, and from the district: CDO, Registration and DWE were invited. 

The agenda points discussed are: 

1. Why the existing COWSO is dismissed 

2. The constitution of the COWSO 

3. The future of Kwai-Kwemakame project/water supply. 

4. The reelection of the COWSO 

5. The division in posts within the COWSO (as equal as possible, to prevent quarrels). 

6. Payment for water on the public taps 

7.  Payment for water for the institutions as Hospital, health posts, church, mosque, and schools. 

8. Agreement to fix a new meeting, to prevent a too long postponement. 

 

The meeting was led by the executive officer of the Kwai ward. 
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Minutes: 

Ad 1.The COWSO is most probably dismissed by the Kwai village council, and Kwemakame just 

accepted it.  It seems to me that the most important reasons of dismissing the COWSO was: 

 Especially the Kwai village had no trust in TARUWAS, did not understand (as they said) which 

role the TARUWAS board member from Kwai-Kwemakame, had to play, and the 

consequences for the project area. Jealousy towards the TARUWAS board member could also 

play a role. And the board member was from Kwemakame. Also the fear to lose influence on 

their water project. 

 A group of about 4 persons of the Kwai village council have an enormous hazira and mistrust, 

that creates tension and is a big handicap in the cooperation. Before the two meetings we 

had, this group pre-prepare the meeting as them before 4, and enter the meeting later. 

Ad 2. Because the illegal dismissing of  the COWSO,  the Registration office of Associations, read all 

the articles about dismissing (legal) and reelection.  From  both villages some people claimed that the 

COWSO constitution is not known by them. They propose more training to get better grip what it 

means the COWSO. According the CDO and the Registration office training is well done and the 

constitution is signed by representatives of the 2 villages. The names of the signatories were read, 

and all meeting participants know them. Do these village council members really feel that they are 

bad informed, or is it a way to get new training, hereby there is a chance to get sitting allowance? 

In the next meeting (29/02/’16) it will be discussed to change the constitution or not. 

Ad 3. It is clear that a good cooperation in between Kwai and Kwemakame is absolute necessary to 

realize a well functioning  COWSO. On the moment the maintenance has quit a number of 

shortcomings as: 

 Al most all the float valves of the store reservoirs, the BPT’s, are broken down. Especially in 

the nights there are overflows, so the quantity in the sources is decreasing unnecessary.  

 Many taps of de DP’s are in a weak conditions, continuous leaking. 

Only by the correction of these water losses we can use the water much longer in the dry season. 

So the situation of the water supply in the future will depend very much on: 

1. The success of cooperation in between Kwai and Kwemakame 

2. The improvement of maintenance to keep more water in the sources. 

Ad 4. In principle, after a long discussion it is agreed that the reelection should be done as soon as 

possible. That why it is agreed that the 1st preparation meeting will take place on 29/02/’16. In this 

meeting the whole procedure how the candidates should be selected, the time in between the final 

candidate selection and the elections is 4 weeks, and all water users can have their vote.  The time 

for application to the COWSO posts is 2 weeks. So when everything goes well, the new COWSO can 

be installed in 2 months. So around the 22nd of April 2016 the new reelected COWSO  might be in 

function. 

 Ad 5. The most important posts in the COWSO are:  

 The chairperson 

 The secretary 

 The treasurer. 

Next to it there 5, other member posts/seats. The post division should be in balance, especially the 

actual lack of trust in between the two villages. It is agreed that already in the candidate selection  it 

should be taken as a preparation in a good balance in the COWSO from the 2 villages. 
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Ad 6.  

 In Kwemakame area all water users pay  a flat rate of 1,000Tshs/month. There is a water 

account and bookkeeping with the ins and outs. This all managed by the interim village water 

committee. 

 In Kwai, when there are big repairs to be done, one pays temporary. On the moment the 

water account has no money, the balance is 0. Quarterly reports are not made. The two 

hamlets: Kimunyu and Gezolola, are more ready for water payment than the temporary 

village water committee. The reason could be that these two hamlets have more difficulties 

to get water than higher located: Dindira, Bandi, and N’tambwe.  

The necessity to pay for water is very well explained by the 3 present district government  entities. 

Seen the atmosphere in the meeting it seems possible to come to water payment in Kwai. From the 

Kwemakame side it is strongly advised/requested to locate water meters and to fix the price on the 

units consumed, and not on flat rates. 

 

Ad 7. The payment from the institutions is in discussion, from the chairman of Kwemakame village it 

is advised to agree on water payments from all institutions as: 

 Churches 

 Mosques 

 Hospitals and Health posts 

 Schools 

In the future all pipe connections for these institutions should have a water meter. In the interim 

period one could fix a flat rate. In some water supply areas it is agreed on a institution water price of 

5,000 Tshs/month. 

 

Ad 8. At the end of the meeting it is agreed that on 29-02-’16 all steps for the preparation of the 

COWSO reelection will be made. 

 

23 and 24 February 2016 (Report Kees). 

A) Two meetings concerning water and water maintenance: 

1. On Mambo Viewpoint with three persons involved: Herman, Niek Hoorweg and Bert 

Muizebelt. 

2. In the Malinde Hotel “Papaa Moze”, with the Chairman of the Lushoto District Council. 

B) And I had two interviews in the Malindi village about the availability of water from the 

project. 

C) Observation 

 

Ad A1) From Mambo Viewpoint, there is one water expert, Niek Hoorweg. They installed about 7 

hand pumps in the valleys around the lodge. There is a voluntary contribution such as delivery of 

gravel, digging for the platform around and other necessary handwork.  The very big part of the 

investment, the total costs to get the hand pump from outside to the lodge is for the  lodge Mambo 

View Point. 

The planning and organization regarding the hand pump installation: 

 The village and ward are informed 
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 The DWE is not informed 

 The WUA/COWSO structure is unknown 

 Water revenue is wished but does not really succeed.  

 

I proposed that they should start the water revenue collection very seriously.  Surely  they need to 

involve the Registration officer, the CDO and DWE from the district level. They can also consult 

Chamavita and/or  TARUWAS to start up the water revenue collection. 

Very important in this regard is to register all water users at each hand pump. 

 

Ad A2)   

1) Within the Lukozi COWSO, it almost sure that there are water revenues not used for the 

maintenance of the system 

2) In the past (at the start of the supply)  the Umbrella Water Committee (Kamati Teule) had a 

revenue system. From the revenues per village, 50% went to the village and 50% was 

planned to be used for maintenance. Later on, after Mzee Ndoe passed away this system was 

not any more well functioning. Fundis never got structural payment, also not in Mzee Ndoe’s 

time. 

3) The preparation of the new COWSO:  an information campaign should be started in all the 

involved villages and also all 3 wards should be involved in it (Diwanis and Ward Executive 

Officers). 

4) Competent COWSO members? There is no experience in setting up criteria in competence for 

COWSO members. Seen the very big gravity system of Lukozi, a screening regarding 

competence and capacity of the members is very necessary. As preparation for the selection 

of the candidates it is necessary to make a work description for each member in which 

criteria and capacities are formulated. 

5) Advises from the Council Chairperson: 

a. To request via DWE or CDO an action from the Internal Auditor of the District to 

inspect the financial books of Lukozi COWSO.  There is a very big chance that the books 

are in disorder. 

i.  So the DWE has an argument to dismiss the COWSO 

ii. And it is a strong warning for the future 

b. Each private connection should get a water meter and all these water users should pay 

according to the consumed units 

c. Later also all Public Taps should get a water meter 

 

Ad. B:  In Malindi village I discussed the water availability from the public taps. During a long period 

already there is no water every day. In the good times it is once every two-three days. In the dry 

season it is once a week. 

 

Ad. C  The number of private connections in Lukozi and Viti is really big. But also in Maringo Chini and 

Mgwashi Chini exist many private connections. Most probably the big majority of these private 

connections have store tanks with a content of minimally 1,000 liters. Who is closing the entrance 

tap to these reservoirs when they are full? I estimate that many liters are lost by overflow of these 

private tanks. This means that the water users having no private connection and no private tank and 
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living in the lower parts of the gravity system have a small chance to get water. One improvement 

could  be that all these tanks get a float valve, so no overflow water will be lost. 

 

Ad C 2, the chairperson of the council pays 10,000 Tshs/month for his private connection, so most 

probably this the flat rate price for all private connections. It could be that the private connections 

for guesthouses and restaurants are higher. Later I understood that guesthouses and small 

restaurants pay at least 15,000 Tshs/month. 

 

Report on the meeting Mgana - Kempenaar on Monday the 29th of February 2016 (report by Kees). 

1. The pilot treatment plant on the area (plot) of the grand Seminary Segerea of the Catholic 

Arch Diocese of DSM in Tanzania.     

It is anaerobic waste water treatment plant. The construction is ready, the treatment itself 

should be started up within a short time. The operation of the plant will be done by the Ardhi 

University of DSM under the leadership of Dr Mgana. It will be used within the study 

program of the students in the field of waste water treatment. It is one of the few anaerobic 

waste water treatment plant in Tanzania. Mr. Mgana got the investment budget as result of 

a competition inscription for a renewable development initiative. The competition was 

organized by the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the money is a loan from the World Bank, and 

has to be paid back by the National Government of  TZ. The pilot is built on the grand 

Seminary property, free of charge with regard to land use. The wastewater is from the same 

Seminary. I, Kees, visited the location with Dr Mgana. 

 

2. The operation and maintenance of rural water supply in the whole of Tanzania.  

a. In comparison to the urban water supply.  

i. The urban operation and maintenance is not handed over to the population (water 

users). It is in a structure independent from the water users. The water users have to 

pay what is announced to them, etc.  

ii. These semi-government organizations get still frequently subsidies in contrast to the 

rural structures. 

iii. In that regard the O&M of the rural water is in an unfair position as compared to urban 

water supply. 

b. The COWSO compared to the village water committee from before 2002 

i. In finding members for COWSO there is no difference, also in finding real capable 

persons there is no difference. 

ii. The independent position of the COWSO towards  the village council(s) is not a 

guarantee that the O&M would go better. It can also give position and competition 

struggles (as we saw in Lukozi and Rangwi project).  

iii. Conclusion is that in this regard the new water law (Sera la Maji) is no improvement. 

c. The COWSO willingness  for cooperation with other COWSOs and with an umbrella 

structure as TARUWAS: 

i. The number of COWSOs going for structural cooperation is very small. Most them 

want to do their work independently and unseen: 

 Nobody is nearby to see what happens. 
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 Income and expenses control is not directly present. 

 Rarely do district authorities ask for quarterly reports. 

d. The capacity of the COWSOs: for the O&M sufficient knowledge and experience in 

management, financial accountancy and in techniques for pipe laying (and/or water pumps) 

and hydraulics is absolutely necessary. 

i.  The COWSOs do not realize this, or do not want to realize this. 

ii. In rural Tanzania these capacities hardly ever exist in rural water supply areas. 

iii. In the projects Chamavita has realized, interventions of private (water users) have so 

much changed the hydraulics of the gravity supply systems that a part of the users now 

get very little or no water. That is the consequence of changing the system without 

hydraulic knowledge. The COWSO is not able/ready to control this problem. 

iv. The general fight for life approach, also in water projects, is very strong. Consequence:  

“everybody goes for as much water as possible”. Consequence of their water behavior  to 

the water availability for the neighbour is absolutely unimportant.  The COWSO is not 

able/ready to get control of this problem. 

v. In general, most of the COWSO members are from the strong (powerful) and influential 

social layer, that means that it is difficult to fight for a good operation and maintenance of 

the system.   

e. The Chamavita project towards the an improved rural water maintenance. According to Dr. 

Mgana  there is no difference. All honest information he gets and knows shows clearly that 

the systems owned by the village(s) council(s) do not work.  

 

3. The Ministry and donors involved in water supply are not eager to discuss a major change 

because: 

a. Nobody likes to admit that the rural water O&M does not function well/fails up to 

now.  

b. Already millions (in USA $) of investments is lost. 

 

4. In case we start up an exchange/discussion with major actors in Tanzanian water supply it 

is very important 

a. To keep the discussion neutral and pragmatic 

b. Not to blame anybody or try to find who is guilty/responsible for the situation. 

c. To just analyse how we could improve the actual O&M structure/situation for the 

rural water supply. 
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Annex 1 Gap analysis of the felt importance of Taruwas (by Joost) 

Is there a gap between the real and perceived needs concerning Taruwas among the COWSOs? The 

willingness of COWSOs to accept Taruwas as an overarching entity to operate and maintain their 

water service systems depends on their views on the importance of what Taruwas could do for them. 

The intended tasks of Taruwas are well expressed in the official Trust  deed. The question then is: do 

COWSOs agree with Taruwas doing this task for them? This could be an exercise to be carried out by 

the COWSO members. As this exercise was impossible to do during the mission, Joost filled the 

tablebased on the impressions during our meetings with the villages Lukozi, Rangwi and 

Kwai/Kwemakame. The situation is slightly different in Milemileni, Mazinde Ngua and Kireti. 

Objectives/tasks (taken from 

the Taruwas deed) 

Is TT 

performing 

this task 

presently ? 

Is it objectively 

important to 

the COWSOs? 

5 = strongly 

1 = not at all 

Do COWSOs 

find they need 

TARUWAS for 

this task? 

 5 = strongly 

1 = not at all 

Are COWSOs 

willing to 

pay 

TARUWAS 

for this task? 

 

Agent in the interest of the 

COWSOs (obj 1 and 11) 

Yes 5 2  

M&E of the COWSOs 

performance (obj 2) 

Yes 5 2  

Relieve the COWSOs from too 

complicated tasks (obj 3) 

Yes 5 2  

Procurement and stock 

keeping of materials (obj 4, 9) 

With 

Chamavita 

3 2  

Capacity building among 

COWSO staff (obj 5) 

Yes 5 5  

Intermediate between COWSO 

and consultancies (obj 6) 

Yes 5 1  

Assistance in COWSO 

reelection campaigns (obj 7) 

Is it a 

Taruwas 

task? 

1 1  

Mediation in the case of water 

conflicts (obj 8) 

Yes 5 3  

Assist and coordinate donor 

activities for a balanced water 

development (obj 10) 

Yes 5 4  

Conclusion: there apparently is a strong gap in several villages. 
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Annex 2 Work schedule of the mission 

 

Date Proposed activity 

Feb 3 Wednesday Travel to Dar es Salaam. Flight departure Schiphol at 11.10 a.m. 

Feb  4 Thursday  Travel to Lushoto  

Feb 5 Friday  
 

Meeting DED and DWE 
Chamavita Board Meeting 

Feb 6 Saturday  Meeting COWSO, LG and Diwani Milemileni 
Individual interviews with mosque and church representatives, 
fundi, DP caretakers, women’s groups 

Feb 7 Sunday Free. Joost meets Mr Sellungato  (TTB chairman) and John 

Feb 8 Monday TARUWAS BM 

Feb 9 Tuesday Visit to Maringo Juu and Kireti 

Feb 10 Wednesday Meeting COWSO and joint LG at Kwemakame and Kwai (mayors 
and secretaries), and meetings with DP caretakers, fundi, women 
groups 

Feb 11 Thursday Lukozi: meeting COWSO, Diwanis  and joint LG Lukozi (mayors and 
secretaries),  

Feb 12 Friday Field visit and meeting COWSO, LG  and Diwanis (2) at Rangwi 
Interviews with church and mosque leaders, and interviews with 
fundi, DP caretakers, women’s groups  

Feb 13 Saturday Chamavita Board meeting, evening: invited at Mr Kakunya’s house  

Feb 14 Sunday Free, Kees meets Mr Atumani 

Feb 15 Monday  
 

Field visit Mazinde Ngua Meeting COWSO, LG and Diwani 
Milemileni. Individual interviews with mosque and church 
representatives, fundi, DP caretakers, women’s groups. 

Feb 16 Tuesday Second meeting at the District (with the DWE). 
Field visit Kireti including meeting with COWSO and diwani, DP 
caretakers, fundi, women group, church and mosque leaders 
about issues relating to maintenance and water payment  

Feb 17 Wednesday Joost left for DSM in the morning.  
Kees has continuation of the Chamavita Board meeting 

Feb 18 Thursday Joost: flight departure at 23.59 p.m. 

Feb 22 Monday Kees:  Kwai-Kwemakame meeting 

Feb 23 and 24 Tuesday/ 
Wednesday 

Kees: various meetings 

Feb 29 Monday Kees: meeting with Dr Mgana of ARDHI University in DSM 
Flight back to NL 

 

. 

 

 


